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Generating effective Marketing
Content – What does it take?
While managing your customer relationships at
different levels right from a suspect stage till the
contract closure stage, you will need different
forms of ‘effective marketing content’. What is
this ‘Effective’ marketing content’ then? And
how do you go about generating it?

For your business to be successful, you need to manage the relationships that
you have with your prospects, customers and stakeholders. While managing
these relationships at different levels right from a suspect stage till the contract
closure stage, you will need different forms of ‘effective' marketing content.
What is this ‘Effective’ marketing content then?

Make your content
- Compelling & Engaging
- Relevant & Fulfilling
- Convenient & user
friendly

Content takes the shape of different marketing artifacts (e.g. Flyers, Brochures,
Articles, White papers, Blogs, Website content, email newsletters, Press releases,
Case studies, Customer testimonials) at different points in time. For it to be
effective, it should meet the objectives and the purpose at different levels in the
buying cycle.

Here are some characteristics of great & effective
marketing content
1) Compelling & Engaging
With the initial few paras/words/subject headers/abstract, it should feel
compelling to go through the details included. It should engage the attention of
the reader and arouse enough curiosity.
2) Relevant & Fulfilling
Having generated the curiosity, the promised value should be delivered (fulfilled)
by the content. This avoids the negative effect of disappointing the reader and
also increases the chance of the content being further distributed /
recommended amongst peer communities.
3) Convenient and user friendly
Content should be simple, convenient and in an appropriate format. Content
should be designed, specifically for print or for electronic views.

How do you go about generating such kind of
content then?
Generating effective content takes planning, focus and a lot of effort. Here are
some things to get you started
1) Research
a. Research your target audience, who is expected to consume the
content
b. Understand the objectives, that you need to achieve with the
content
c. Research your competitors to understand what they are talking
about
d. Research your target industry to look for any signs of any
trends/implications developing and how these are going to be
affecting your target audience.
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2) Generate content repositories and filter
a. Gather all reference content that you feel can be re-used in some
way to meet the above objectives.
b. Do Intelligent Tagging and maintain your content repository well, so
that you can get to the content that you want, when you need to.
3) Write, Refine, Package & Publish
a. Define your content headers and based on the same, start
populating content. Focus on your objectives
b. Refine content in line with the objectives
c. Package, as appropriate for the format in which it is going to be
used. Use Design effectively
d. Publish content & Promote
Happy Content editing !
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Copyright Notice
© Xenia Consulting. All rights reserved.
No part of this document (whether in hardcopy or electronic form) may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording, or otherwise, to any third party without the written permission of Xenia Consulting. Xenia
Consulting reserves the right to change the information contained in this document without prior
notice.
The names or trademarks or registered trademarks used in this document are the sole property of
the respective owners and are governed/ protected by the relevant trademark and copyright laws.
This document is provided by Xenia Consulting for informational purposes only, without
representation or warranty of any kind, and Xenia Consulting shall not be liable for errors or
omissions with respect to the document. The information contained herein is provided on an “AS-IS”
basis and to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Xenia Consulting hereby disclaims all
other warranties and conditions, either express, implied or statutory, including but not limited to, any
(if any) implied warranties, duties or conditions of merchantability, of fitness for a particular purpose,
of accuracy or completeness of responses, of results, of workmanlike effort, of lack of viruses, and of
lack of negligence, all with regard to the document.
THERE IS NO WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF NON-INFRINGEMENT OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS WITH REGARD TO THE DOCUMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL XENIA CONSULTING BE LIABLE TO ANY
OTHER PARTY FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF DATA, OR ANY INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES WHETHER UNDER CONTRACT, TORT,
WARRANTY, OR OTHERWISE, ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THIS DOCUMENT, WHETHER OR NOT
SUCH PARTY HAD ADVANCE NOTICE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Confidentiality Notice
This document is disclosed only to the recipient pursuant to a confidentiality relationship under which
the recipient has confidentiality obligations defined herein after. This document constitutes
confidential information and contains proprietary information belonging to Xenia Consulting, and the
recipient, by its receipt of this document, acknowledges the same. The recipient shall use the
confidential information only for the purpose defined above for which this document is supplied. The
recipient must obtain Xenia Consulting’s written consent before the recipient discloses any
information on the contents or subject matter of this document or part thereof to any third party
which may include an individual, firm or company or an employee or employees of such a firm or
company. The recipient acknowledges its obligation to comply with the provisions of this
confidentiality notice.
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